
Minutes of Open meeting of Windmill Surgery PPG on Tuesday 8th September 2015 

 

Those in attendance: - Jane Scarfe, Chris Longhurst, Sharon Marsden, Sheila Adams-Casey, Julie 

Adamson, Robert McGill, Linda Davis, Steve Edler, Jan Edler, Amanda Bowhill, Debbie de Spon, Jan 

Nudd, Laura Nelson, Tony Vale, Jaybee Brown, Viv Hawes. 

Apologies: - Thomas Lewis, Jan Hardinge (Windmill Surgery Practice Manager). 

 

Jane welcomed everyone to the meeting and thanked them for attending.  She further explained she 

would be chairing the meeting until a formal committee had been voted in place. 

Jane also explained that there were no formal minutes for the previous meeting but the topics 

were:- 

a) GP recruitment  in an exceptionally challenging market.  Jan gave the meeting an update on 

the position on the search at that point in time. 

b) Consulting is on plans to modify the appointment booking system so patients could call in at 

8.30 am or lunch time in most cases for same day appointments to reduce no-shows.  We 

had reservations. 

Jane explained that the Windmill Surgery had recently joined the Coastal Group of practices and 

asked Sharon Marsden, Group Practice Manager to explain about Coastal and how The Windmill fits 

in. 

Sharon explained Coastal currently has 29,000 patients.  She sees the PPG as the voice of the 

patient, a way of working together, dealing with negatives and positives and getting Coastal’s voice 

into the community. 

As a new PPG, with currently just 4 members, the point of the meeting today was to recruit 

additional members.  Coastal PPG has an extremely active committee and we had the pleasure of 

welcoming Brian Jewell, their PPG Secretary who gave us an explanation of how their PPG worked 

and gave us guidance on how & where to go from here.  He also said he would stay after meeting to 

go through other documents he’d brought for us to modify to use, and also some gave us some 

useful contacts. 

Jane then asked for those in attendance if they would like to join the Windmill PPG, of which most 

did either in a full or virtual capacity.  See Contact List. 

Jane volunteered to stand as Chair for a year and Chris Longhurst as Vice Chair, they were 

unanimously voted in.  Jane then asked for a volunteer for Secretary, Julie Adamson volunteered and 

was also voted in. 

Sharon then gave the meeting an update on the current GP sessions and GP recruitment situation, 

explaining that there were 2 GPs that they were talking to with regard to joining the surgery to fil the 

vacancy.  They are waiting for responses. 

Reception co-ordinator Sheila Adams-Casey spoke to us regarding the new appointment booking 

system. After 2 ½ weeks of trialling and taking patient feedback into account it was further modified 

to the current system where you can both pre-book appointments and book on the day – about half 

and half.  This seems to be working well so far.  She explained one of the reasons for the change was 



to prevent the no shows for appointments which were 330 in the last 6 months.  She also explained 

how they would be introducing a triage system, as the other Coastal surgeries use, so patients could 

be offered appointments for the most appropriate clinician, but training would be needed before 

introduction.  Patients would be asked to give some indication why they needed to see a doctor but 

there would always be an option to decline when it was not appropriate. 

We have a notice board in the foyer and a suggestion box for patients to contact the PPG with any 

questions and suggestions but Sheila and Sharon emphasised that the PPG should forward any 

complaints to the Practice Manager as they couldn’t discuss individual cases due to patient 

confidentiality. She also told us that all the staff are bound by patient confidentially so they couldn’t 

discuss patient issues with anyone.  We as the PPG could however discuss the principles and 

protocols involved with Windmill staff to suggest ways of ensuring processes are in place to 

eliminate the situations from happening again. When asked the process for complaints we were told 

that each was & would be dealt with on a case by case basis but in the last 2 ½ years they had only 

received 5. 

We will also be starting a newsletter for website & notice board and new PPG member Jaybee 

Brown volunteered to help with this. 

There was no other business so a date was set for the next meeting which was set for 13/11/15 @ 

17:30 at Windmill Surgery. 

The meeting was then closed to main committee at approximately 2pm. 

Jane, Chris, Julie & Brian continued discussing the purpose of a PPG and what our roles should be.  

He left us documents which we could adapt for our own use, which Jane and Chris would meet later 

to discuss and edit. Their drafts will be circulated soon to all PPG members for comments. He invited 

us to attend his next PPG in Martham on 03/11/14 @ 13:30 – 15:30. 

 

 

 


